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with
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GETTING STARTED
Get a free LYNX Account and Understand the Layout
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Get a Lynx Account
Details at lynxcoding.club

We suggest:
• teacher gets a School Administrator Account
• students get permanent Individual Accounts
• teacher creates a ‘club’ and invites all students

NO Account
You can try Lynx for free without an account, by clicking on Create a Lynx Project on the home page at lynxcoding.club.

FREE TRIAL Account
For full access, register (click Login/Register located at the top, right side of the Lynx web page).

INDIVIDUAL Account
Convert your trial account to a free permanent individual
account immediately.

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATOR Account
Convert your trial account to a School Administrator
account before end of trial period.

Accounts are free for Canadians thanks to a subsidy by the Government of Canada.
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START IN THE RIGHT PLACE!
Making sure you create your Project INSIDE your Club
TWO WAYS

1. Choose the Bookmark for the Club.

1. Go to lynxcoding.club. Log-in.

2. You should see Terry Fox

2. Below your name, use the arrow
to find Terry Fox Club and select it.

Club in the middle of the
screen and 2 projects
beneath: Converter and
Tribute to Terry Fox Starter
Project.

3. You are in the right place!

3. If you see Terry Fox Club in
the middle of the screen and 2
projects beneath, Converter and
Tribute to Terry Fox Starter Project,
you are in the right place!
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START IN THE RIGHT PLACE!
Make the project yours
4. Open the Tribute to Terry Fox

Starter Project. It will appear in Player
mode. To modify it, click on Edit.

5. Name the project something personal,
e.g. Terry Fox by Your Name.
If you weren't logged-in
yet, Lynx will ask you to
log-in first.

6. Save the project right away!
Click this icon.
There is NO autosave so remember to Save often.
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TERRY FOX TRIBUTE OVERVIEW

In this app, a short explanation and animation will be shown.
A map of Canada will then appear, outlining part of Terry Fox’s
Marathon of Hope journey 40 years ago

ADD A TURTLE
Step 1: ... and name it Terry
1. On the left side, click the + sign and choose Turtle.

2. Right-click on the turtle and name it Terry.
Turtles must have a 1 word name.

3. In the ON CLICK field use the drop down arrow
to select INTRO. This means that when a user
clicks on the turtle named Terry the INTRO
procedure code will run. Click APPLY to save both
the name and ON CLICK instruction.
Do you see a red dot below the Cloud icon?

4. Don’t click on your turtle named Terry yet. It
won’t work because YOU need to code the animate
procedure. See next card for how to do this.

That means you have not saved recently. Save now
by clicking on the Arrow up to the Cloud.
There is NO autosave.
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UNDERSTANDING PROCEDURES
Step 2: Where procedures are written
1. Go to the Procedures Pane
Click the Arrow on the right.

2. Select Page 1 Procedures.

3. This Procedure is called Intro. We wrote the code
already to help you. You assigned it to the Terry
turtle.
Hint: When you see phrases that start with a
semicolon (;), these are Comments in plain
English that help others understand your code.
They are always in grey.
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ADD AN ANIMATE PROCEDURE
Step 3: Let’s get Terry running
1. On a previous card, on Line 13, there

was a Procedure called Animate that
you must now create!

2. In the Procedures pane, on Line 21, type to
animate. Click return twice so you go to Line
23 then type this word:
end

3. Now we will write the code for
animate that will have Terry Fox run
from left to right across the screen.

Important Tips:
●
All procedures MUST start with to, then a
space, then 1 word.
●
All procedures MUST finish with the word
end on a line by itself.
●
Between the to and the end is the code
you write.
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LET’S GET CODING
Step 4: Enter the code
1. Type the code you see on the right
into the animate Procedure You must
include the 4 lines that start with
Terry, but you can drop the comments
if you wish or add your own
comments.

2. Click on the turtle named Terry now.
Did you see Terry Fox run? The

Setshape primitive selected 3 different
costumes / clipart of him running. Did
you read some info about him and hear
a voice?
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The Marathon of Hope Route
Terry Fox started his Marathon of Hope in St. John’s, Newfoundland
in 1980 and aimed to make it across Canada as a way to
raise money for cancer research
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DESCRIPTION
Marathon of Hope
We will be moving the small Terry Fox turtle to
various parts of the map, replicating part of Terry
Fox’s journey.
We’ve placed dots for the cities/towns that Terry Fox will run
through for this tribute. Each dot is actually a turtle with a
different shape (clipart). When the turtle-dot is touched by
another turtle, (i.e., Terry2), information about that city, as well
as the date and total kilometres run by Terry up until that point
will be displayed on the left. You will also see the flag for the
corresponding province displayed on the bottom right side.

Students should continue working on their Terry Fox project that they have
saved in their My Projects folder
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CODING THE JOURNEY ACROSS THE COUNTRY
The code for the ﬁrst three locations of the Marathon of Hope has been
written in this Tribute Project. Your task is to write procedures for
Florenceville-Bristol, Quebec City, Ottawa and Thunder Bay
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GOING FROM ONE POINT ON THE MAP TO ANOTHER

Duplicate & Modify the Existing Procedure
1. On page2 there is a turtle called Terry2
and several turtles disguised as small,
coloured dots to represent cities on the map.

2. When the dot is touched by another turtle,
(i.e., Terry2) some information appears in
the Description text box on the left.

3. The flag for the corresponding
province is displayed on the bottom
right side.

4. After a small pause, Terry2
continues running to the next
city.
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GOING FROM ONE POINT ON THE MAP TO ANOTHER

Duplicate & Modify the Existing Procedure
1. In the Tribute project, Terry Fox ends on the
purple dot (which is the location of
Florenceville-Bristol), but nothing happens! You
have not written the code for this purple dot turtle
yet!

to Charlottetown
flag, setsh 10
description, ct
description, print [On May 26th, Terry Fox arrives in
Charlottetown, PEI after running 1728 km.]
wait 40

2. To create a procedure for Florenceville-Bristol
(Let’s use FB for short), let’s start by duplicating
the Charlottetown procedure.

Terry2, setheading 235
Terry2, glide 18 1
end

3. Then replace the text highlighted in yellow by what you need for the FB
procedure. For example, you can find info about his run on Card 21 or on the
Web. You will have to estimate the heading you need and the number of steps in
glide that Terry needs to travel. We will explain glide on the next card.
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GOING FROM ONE POINT ON THE MAP TO ANOTHER

Duplicate & Modify the Existing Procedure
4. Determine the appropriate direction Terry2 will need
to move in order to reach the purple dot. This
protractor should help! Adjust the setheading primitive
value accordingly. Its current value is 235.
5. You will be using the glide
primitive to move Terry2 around the
map:
Terry2, glide 18 1

to Charlottetown
flag, setsh 10
description, ct
description, print [On May 26th, Terry Fox arrives in
Charlottetown, PEI after running 1728 km.]
wait 40
Terry2, setheading 235
Terry2, glide 18 1
end
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18 represents number of steps.
1 represents the speed.
Try different values for steps and
speed.

To test your procedure, make sure
Terry Fox is on the purple dot and type

FB in the Command Centre.
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GOING FROM ONE POINT ON THE MAP TO ANOTHER

Create an On Touch event handler

Let’s ensure the FB information pops up when Terry Fox touches the purple dot.

6. Right click on the purple
dot, select On Touch, New.

7. You will see a new procedure
appear on your Procedures Pane
that looks like this:

8. Delete all of the comments and
replace the code with FB, so that
the Florenceville-Bristol
information is displayed when
Terry Fox touches the purple dot.
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GOING FROM ONE POINT ON THE MAP TO ANOTHER

Duplicate and Modify the Existing Procedure
1. Repeat steps 1-8 in Cards 16- 18 for Quebec
City, Ottawa and Thunder Bay, naming the
procedures as indicated on Card 21.

This will be clipart number for the flag of
Quebec in the Clipart pane. Your number might
be different! The next Card shows you how to
add Clipart. Find Clipart for the Quebec flag and
add it to Spot 42.

to QC
flag, setsh 42
description, ct
description, print [On June 15th, Terry Fox arrives in
Quebec City, Quebec after running a total of 2663 km!]
wait 40
Terry2, setheading 285
Terry2, glide 35 1
end
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ADDING CLIPART

Here's how to add the clipart that you
need to complete your Tribute (flags for
Florenceville-Bristol, Quebec City, Ottawa
and Thunder Bay).

How to add Clipart to Your Project
TWO WAYS
1. Copy the clipart (photo). Press
Command-C on a Mac, or Ctrl-C on other
computers.

2. Click on the House icon to open the
Clipart Pane.

3. Click on an empty box to reveal a +
sign.

4. Paste your image into the box. Press
Command-V on a Mac, or Ctrl-V on other
computers.

1. Click on the House icon to open the
Clipart Pane.

2. Click on an empty box and click the +
sign.

3. Use the dialog box to locate a clipart
file on your computer.

4. Click the Create button.
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DESCRIPTIONS FOR EACH LOCATION
Descriptions for each location.
See https://terryfox.org/terrys-story/journal-map/ for additional information.
City/Town

Description

Florenceville-Bristol
(Use FB as your
procedure name)

After running 2214 km, Terry Fox arrives in

Quebec City
(use QC as your
procedure name)

On June 15th, Terry Fox arrives in Quebec
running a total of 2663 km!

Ottawa

On Canada Day, Terry Fox does an honourary kickoff at a CFL game in

Florenceville-Bristol, New Brunswick on June 6th.
City, Quebec after

Ottawa, Ontario He has run a total of 3123 km so far!
Thunder Bay
(use TB as your
procedure name)

On September 1st, Terry Fox reaches Thunder Bay after running
a total of 5737 km. His cancer has started to spread to his lungs, and
Terry Fox is forced to stop.
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Share your Project
Send it to friends or publish it!
1. Click the Share icon.

2. Click Create.

3. A URL will be
generated here.

5. Add a Preview Image to give
your project a Visual identifier
6. Will you
allow others to
modify your
App? Your
original will
remain!

4. Click on Copy Link
and send it to friends.
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EXTENSION: SOUND
Add your Voice to your Terry Fox Tribute!
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Text to Speech!
Make LYNX read your written Description for each city
This uses the computer system voices.

1. Type say description in the Command
If you are on a Macintosh, you can go to
System Preferences, click Accessibility and
choose Speech. You will see the voices
available to you there.

Centre and press Enter. This reads the contents of
the Text Box “Description”
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2. Now, replace the wait 40 line in your
procedure for each city with say description
and see how it works!

to QC
flag, setsh 61
description, ct
description, print [On June 15th, Terry Fox
arrives in Quebec City, Quebec after
running a total of 2663 km!]
wait 40
Terry2, setheading 285
Terry2, glide 35 1
end
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ADD Your own Voice
Record something and have Lynx play it.
6. Include launch [QC_record]
command in the QC procedure
before the wait 40 line or replace it
with launch [QC_record]. Try it out
and see what you like more!

1. Record your voice using a recording audio app.
Name your .wav file with a simple 1-word name
before importing. Ours is called QC_record.

2. Click the + and choose Sound.

3. Select the .wav file from your computer. Click
Create.

TIP: Hide your QC_record sound
by right-clicking and unchecking
Visible.

4. Move the sound icon anywhere.

Show it again: find the sound
in the Project Tree,
click it and press Edit.

5. To try it out, in the Command Centre, type:
QC_record

In the dialog that opens, check
Visible.
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International License.
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